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INTRODUCTION
The bainite transformation (1) in ferrous alloys has been
the subject of a large number of investigations for over more
than five decades. They cover a wide range of aspects e.g. the
morphology, kinetics, carbide precipitation, crystallography
and the influence of alloying elements. During this period
there has been a tremendous increase in experimental techniques, which are applicable to the study of the bainite reaction. An avalanche of articles reveals new features of this
austenite decomposition product. The state of understanding
is growing but the application of these sophisticated techniques did not impede that there is still a lack of concensus
about some fundamental issues (3).
Some authors describe the bainite transformation as a continuation of the diffusion controlled pearlite reaction at higher
temperatures, whereas others regard the bainite transformation
as a time-dependent shear transformation related to the martensite transformation at lower temperatures. Addition of substitutional alloying elements with diffusion coefficients several
orders of magnitude smaller than carbon have a strong effect
on the transformation kinetics and on the mechanical properties obtained.
The strength of bainite depends largely on the ferrite grain
size (Hall-Petch relation), shape and spacing of the carbides,
dislocation structure and the presence of alloying elements in
solid solution (12). The addition of strong carbide forming
elements to steel such as Cr, Mo, Nb, Ti and V can improve the
mechanical properties e.g. the yield strength can be enhanced
by a factor 2 to typically 550 MNm
(23). This improvement
results largely from dispersion hardening and from grain size
refinement by pinning of austenite grainboundaries and of dislocation arrays, which inhibits the recrystallization of austenite .

Although there is general agreement on the assumption that
the ferritic matrix of the bainite has the same substitutional
element concentration as the parent austenite within a wide
range of of steel compositions (29), the quite different effects
of the various alloying elements on the transformation kinetics
suggest that at least on atomic scale near the transformation
front a concentration gradient of the alloying elements is present. This is further emphasized by the stepwise growth of bainite as observed in the hot stage microscope, indicating a diffusion controlled part in the transformation (15) , Chromium
and Molybdenum have an anomalous temperature selective effect
on the transformation kinetics in the temperature range where
the bainitic reaction occurs. By suitable alloying with these
elements the transformation can be prevented almost completely.
Several explanations for this anomalous behaviour have been
suggested e.g.: solute drag, local equilibrium and cluster formation which affects the transformation on atomic scale. However, these theoretical models are not supported by experimental data (35) (38)(40).
In order to obtain a better understanding of the effect of
Chromium and Molybdenum on the austenite-bainite transformation
this thesis describes a Field Ion Microscope - Atom Probe investigation of the distribution of the alloying elements
carbon, chromium and molybdenum across a^ variety of boundaries.
In this way both structural and compositional information was
obtained on a scale which was not possible until recently.
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THE BAINITE TRANSFORMATION
1.

The controversial opinions about bainite.

More
and Bain
ture and
modes of

than 50 years after the pioneering work of Davenport
(1) there is still no consensus about definition, struckinetics of bainite, one of the possible metastable
the decomposition of austenite (2).

Bainite is generally considered as the nonlamellar ferrite-carbide aggregate, obtained from austenite in the intermediate temperature range between the pearlite and martensite regions in
the TTT- or CCT-diagrams. Heheman (3) restricted the definition
to an acicular morphology dictated by the ferritic component,
but on the other hand the blocky type of ferrite in the carbon
free Fe 10% Cr alloy is also referred to bainitic ferrite (4).
The bainite transformation exhibits features of the two adjacent reaction products in the TTT diagram pearlite and martensite, i.e. diffusion controlled and shear type reactions. The
main variants of bainite are upper and lower bainite which can
be obtained in the same steel at different temperatures. The
essential features of these structures have been revealed by
electron microscopy (5) . The upper bainite, consists of lathlike ferrite with carbides parallel to these laths, whereas the
lower bainite has a plate-like structure with carbides at an
angle to the major axis of the plate. The effect of carbon on
the transition temperature from upper to lower bainite was studied by Pickering (12), who found a transition temperature decreasing from about 450°C to 350°C with increasing carbon content. A transition temperature of approximately 350°C, rather
insensitive to the composition, however, is reported by others
(3).
A characteristic of the bainite transformation is a free
surface relief effect similar to the shear type martensitic
transformation (6). This effect can be explained by assuming
that the bainite transformation is also a shear type transfor-

mation. The rate controlling factor can than be the diffusion
rate of the carbon from bainite into the austenite (7), or if
the transformation is faster (8) the bainite will contain initially the carbon concentration of the parent austenite in a
supersaturated solution. Christian (9) considers this surface
relief effect as microscopic evidence of a crystallographic relation between the austenite and ferrite lattices, which can be
described as a shear and requires a glissile (semi) coherent
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planar interface. According to this interpretation partition
of substitutional alloying elements should not be possible.
Srinivasan and Wayman (10) described the crystallographic
features of lower bainite with the phenomenological theories of
martensite. In doing so, it was necessary to assume a dilatation parameter in the invariant plane strain theory (IPS), resulting in an isotropic contraction of the ferrite lattice.
Hoekstra (25) showed that the phenomenological IPS-theory and
its modifications cannot account for the observed habit-planes
and orientation relationships of the bainitic transformation in
a Fe 0.3% C 4.5% Ni 1.3% Cr steel. Aaronson (3) proposed that
the relief effect can be ascribed to interface coherency without necessity to the shear transformation mechanism. This point
of view was based on the observation of martensite like surface
relief, of a-brass plates
precipitated from g-brass. In this
case a substitutional solute partition was present.
Another characteristic of the bainite reaction is the observed fact that bainite does not form above a definite temperature
B , the bainite start temperature, except in the presence, of externally applied stresses. Below this B temperature the trans5

formation-time curve shows the S-shape, typical of a nucleation
and growth mechanism. Above a lower limiting temperature B f
(bainite finish) the transformation is net complete but reaches
a final value which is a function of the transformation temperature (11).
partition is the redistribution of substitutional alloying
elements between two phases towards an equilibrium ratio.
10
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This means that a finite number of nuclei are formed, which grow
to bainite plates or laths until they either collide an austenite grainboundary or another plate, or until their growth is limited due to a stress induced loss of coherency between the ferrite and austenite. An analogy between the incomplete transformation above B f and the athermal character of martensite is
therefore evident.

2. Growth mechanism.
In upper and lower bainite the ferrite plates are grouped in
sheaves, resulting from a kind of sympathetic nucleation of the
successive plates (14). Oblak and Heheman (13) observed subunits
(individual ferrite plates in the sheaves) in upper bainite,
which were less than 1 ym wide and about 10 \im long. They reported a rapid growth to a limited size and postulated a shear mechanism with a growth rate higher than would be possible, if
equilibrium partition of carbon between ferrite and austenite
had to be maintained during growth. According to this theory
growth of an individual subunit is stopped as a consequence of
accumulated volume strain energy or local composition differences. The growth of sheaves as measured in a hot stage microscope would then have to be interpreted in terms of the rates,
at which the subunits nucleate sympatheticly.

'

Hot stage interference contrast microscopy observations under high vacuum condition (18) in our laboratory by van der Lelie (15) of the 365°C isothermal bainitic transformation of a
0.35 wt.%C 1.3 wt.%Cr 4.5 wt.%Ni steel (DIN 35 NiCrl8) show a
wide variation in the overall edgewise growth rate of che first
plates appearing in the polished surface. Moreover the propagation of an individual plate is stepwise showing repeated ar-
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rests and different growth rates over different distances between arrests. An example of these features of the bainite kinetics is shown in fig. II.1.
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Fig.II. 1. Edgewise growth of two individual bainite plates during
the isothermal transformation at 365 C, (15).
An irregular edgewise growth rate is also reported by Speich and
Cohen (19) . They attributed the scatter in the measured rate of
lengthening to anisotropy, resulting in noncircular plates. The
edgewise growth and the plate-thickening in Fe 0.6% 3.3%Cr steel
is reported to be continuous in a later publication by Speich
(16). Heheman, however, argued that this continuous growth is
only apparent due to the insufficient optical resolution and
frame speed of the motion pictures (3).
Aaronson (20) reported plate-thickening versus time measurements in a Fe 0.2%C steel, which did show also repeated arrests
and growth jumps between the arrests. A similar characteristic
was exhibited by the thickening rate of bainite plates in a Fe
1.0%C 6.1%Mn 1.0%Mo alloy (13). Aaronson (20) proposed an alternative explanation for these features. Disordered phase boundaries will normally have their growth rates limited by the kinetics of the mass transport and such a disordered boundary is
postulated at the leading edge of bainite growing by means of
a ledge mechanism, (see fig. II.2).
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Fig.II.2. Growth of a bainite sheaf by means of a" ledge mechanism.
The growth jumps between the arrests are then due to the passage
of a ledge across the line of measurement and the arrests to the
hardly mobile (semi)coherent side of the ledge. According to
this point of view the boundary migration is essentially of the
diffusional type. The incompleteness of the bainite transformation above B f , where the outermost bainite plates of the sheaves
are adjacent to the austenite, but do not continue to grow can,
however, not be explained with a diffusional ledge mechanis.n.

3. Carbide precipitation.
It is established that carbon enrichment of austenite accompanies the bainite transformation (17) (21) (36) . Carbides can
precipitate in steel from austenite and/or ferrite during the
formation of bainite. From the shear type transformation concept carbide precipitation is regarded as a secondary process,
which influences the final micro-structure but does not play a
role in the initial transformation.
The transition from upper bainite to lower bainite is accora-
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panied by a change in micro-structural morphology of the carbides. In upper bainite the carbides are primarily precipitated
at the lath boundaries presumably from carbon enriched austenite trapped between the laths (3). In lower bainite the carbides
are within the ferrite plates, oriented at an angle of approximately 55° to the major plate axis (10) . Heheman (17) concluded
on structural arguments that most of the carbides in lower bainite possibly precipitate, as a metastable epsilon carbide,
from the initially supersaturated ferrite behind the Y-KX transformation front.
Heheman (3) tried to explain the transition from upper to lower bainite with the aid of an extrapolated metastable y+a+zcarbide eutectic concept. The e-carbide is assumed to precipitate from a. Retrogression experiments prove that the ct+e aggregate is metastable with respect to a+y in upper bainite and
that the caroon will continue to partition to austenite until
cementite precipitates. Below approximately 350°C the a+e -carbide aggregate is stable compared to a+y and a reduction in
carbon enrichment of y relative to the upper bainite transformation has been demonstrated (22). In non-silicon steels the
epsilon carbide is rapidly replaced by cementite similar to the
tempering of martensite (3).
Huang and Thomas (42) observed in electron diffraction patterns
that in lower bainite a Pitsch orientation correspondence exists between the carbide and austenite and concluded that the
carbide is precipitated directly from austenite.. This is not
in agreement with the work of Radcliffe and Rollason (43) , who

.
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reported that the activation energy for the upper and lower
bainite formation are approximately those of carbon diffusion
in austenite respectively f e r r i t e .

1
)\
.;

Y and a refer to the austenite (P.C.C.) and ferrite (B.C.C.) lattices

J)

respectively.

J
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Ill EFFECT OF ALLOYING ELEMENTS ON THE y-*a TRANSFORMATION
1. Introduction.
The addition of alloying elements to steel has a significant effect on the decomposition behaviour of austenite, as is
clearly shown by the diversity of TTT diagrams of alloyed steels
(44). The y+a reaction in pure iron is rapid, but the addition
of interstitial and/or substitutional alloying elements retards
the reaction. Carbon as interstitial alloying element fits better and dissolves to a higher concentration in the F.C.C. austenite than in the B.C.C. ferrite. The carbon has to precipitate
as a carbide, when the solubility limit is exceeded during the
y->a transformation. Substitutional alloying elements with a different activity in y and a can also cause a strong effect on
the transformation kinetics. A carbon free Fe 10% Cr alloy exhibits a slower reaction than pure iron, illustrated by a Ccurve in the TTT diagram (4) and in iron containing 3.8% Cr,
2.6% Ni and 0.7% Mo the transformation does not start even after
5 hours at 550°C (22).
By suitable alloying, especially with Cr and Mo, the pearlite and bainite regions in the TTT diagram can be separated completely (see fig. IV.6). In this type of steels thermo-mechanical treatments can be applied in order to obtain mechanical properties comparable to or even better than the tempered martensitic steels and without an extra tempering treatment (26) .
Zener (27) tired to explain the influence of substitutional
alloying elements on the transformation by their effect on the
free energy change, A G ^ a , which he devided in a magnetic and
non-magnetic component„ The alloying elements were assumed to
effect these components separately. The non-magnetic component
is dominant below about 600°C and the influence of the alloying
elements on this component is associated with the change (AT
martensite) in the martensite start temperature (M_). This is
to
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based on the observation that the interval between T (the temperature at which the free energy difference between y and a of
the same composition is zero) and the.Mg is approximately independent of composition. The magnetic component becomes increasingly important above 600 C and the alloying elements affect
the magnetic transition by a shift AT magnetic of the magnetic
free energy change curve parallel to the temperature axis. From
a relation between AT martensite, AT magnetic and AG^"*"01, he was
able to determine the influence of y loop forming elements on
the Mctemperature or to calculate the y loop of the binary phase
diagram from Mctemperature data.
Aaronson, Domain and Pound (28) combined the Zener treatment
of the Fe X system with the thermodynamics of the Fe C alloys to
a Fe C X system# where X is a substitutional alloying element,
either an austenite stabilizer (e.g. Mn, Ni, Cu, Pt) or a ferrite stabilizer (e.g. Si, Mo, Al). They calculated metastable
y/y+a curves in quasi binary phase diagrams (fixed X content)
for the case of no-partition of the element X between the y and
a phases. Their calculated no-partition Y/ï + a curve lie close to
the experimental Y/T+C curve when X = Si, Mo, Co, Cu and Al, but
with a substantial interval below the experimental Y/Y +a curve,
when X = Mn or Ni. These results provide a thermodynamic explanation for the absence of partition in the former alloys and the
occurrence of partition during the proeutectoid ferrite reaction
in the latter alloys. Partition and no-partition free energy change versus temperature curves for the Y~*"C transformation were also
calculated based on a Zener type equation for the Fe C X system
and compared with those of the Fe C system with equal C content.
The curves for the Ni and Mn steels show the largest decrease
in the AGY**"a, relative to the corresponding Fe C alloy, which
is an explanation for the retardation in the growth kinetics
they produce. The significant increase in the AG^"*"01 produced
in a Co containing steel is in accordance with the observed
hardenability of this steel (30) . Among the ferrite stabilizing elements only Mo shows a small decrease of the AG Y ^ a . The
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high hardenability factor of this element, however, cannot be
explained by this slight decrease. In a subsequent article Aaronson and Domain (29) reported about a micro-probe investigation of the partition of alloying elements after isothermal
transformation at several temperatures between the M_ and y/y+a
curve in steels containing Si, Mn, Ni, Mo, Co, Al, Cr, Cu and
Pt. The measured TTT curves for Mn, Ni and Pt steels exhibit a
common feature in the form of a discontinuity at a relatively
high temperature, which was associated with the micro-probe observation of a change from partitioned towards unpartitioned
transformation. They explained this behaviour straight forwardly. At the no-partition y/y+a curve the rates of nucleation
and growth of unpartitioned ferrite are essentially zero, while
the partitioned ferrite shows finite values (AG^">tx<o) for these
rates. At lower temperatures both transformations proceed simultaneously. The AG' a accompanying the partitioned reaction is
larger than the no-partitioned reaction. However, the rate-controlling diffusion of carbon in the no-partitioned reaction is
an order of magnitude larger than the additional substitutional
diffusion required in the partitioned counterpart. In the case
of alloying with the ferrite stabilizers Al, Si or Co respectively the austenite stabilizers Cu, Ni or Mn,the acceleration or
deceleration in the overall kinetics of the austenite decomposition is qualitatively consistent with the increase respectively
decrease of the volume free energy change and with the displacement of 'the no-partition y/Y+a curve they produce. From these
thermodynamic considerations, however, no satisfactory explanation was possible for the observed bay in the TTT diagram produced by Cr and the great effectiveness per atomic percent of
Mo in decreasing the transformation kinetics. The suggestion
was put forward that it may be due to an increase of the net
interfacial free energy required to nucleate ferrite (29) or
to a kind of solute drag in the growth process (31).
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2, The solute drag.
Lücke and Detert (45) described the reduction in grainboundary mobility in the recrystallisation process, when small quantities of impurities are dissolved in high purity metals to a
tendency of the impurity atoms to segregate to the grain boundary, due to the reduction of the elastic stresses caused by the
different size of the impurity atoms. As soon as the boundary
starts to move, the segregated impurity atoms will be lagging
behind to a certain extent. The affinity to the boundary, however, will force them to follow the boundary. Vice versa the
boundary will be held back by the segregated atoms. The drag P
on the boundary is interpreted by Lücke and Detert (45) as the
sum of the individual interaction forces f. on all the impurity
atoms lagging behind the migrating boundary.

P =

±

I O f± - n. ££ .v

(3.1)

n = the number of foreign atoms per unit area of the boundary,
kT
—g = a mobility term and v is the induced average drift velocity of the segregated atoms. The velocity v has to be larger
than the migration rate of the boundary, otherwise the concentration of the segregated atoms decreases to the average concentration. Cahn (46) developed this model further by introducing a wedge shaped interaction energy profile E(y) at the boundary, which causes a pointed impurity concentration profile
when the boundary is at rest, owing to the exponential relation
between the equilibrium concentration C(y) and the energy E(y).
C(y) Q = C Q exp [- E(y)/kTj

(3.2)

Cahn (46) showed that the concentration profile C(y) deviates
from the equilibrium concentration C(y) under a steady state
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migration of the boundary (see fig. III.I.A)
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Fig.III. 1. Solute concentration profile C(y), (A) according to
Cahn(46), (B) according to Hillert(35).

The drag P exerted by the solute atoms on the boundary is obtained by Cahn as:

p = -

(c(y) - cQ)

(3.3)

He was able to obtain an analytical solution for very low and
very high migration rates and an approximated solution for intermediate migration rates. Assuming a constant diffusion coefficient, his solution shows a maximum for the solute drag at
an intermediate velocity and a decrease towards zero at high
migration rates.
A different approach to the solute drag concept is proposed
by Hillert (35) . He argued that the drag, which acts on the migrating boundary should correspond to a dissipation of free
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energy, due to the irreversible diffusion process of solute atoms migrating with the boundary. Hillert considered the boundary as a small layer of a different phase 0 with own thermodynamics. Assuming local equilibrium on both sides of the boundary and a square energy well at the boundary, he calculated the
concentration profile across the migrating boundary (see fig.
III.l.B) and obtained an expression for the drag that holds for
all values of the migration rate. His method also yields a maximum drag at intermediate migration rates. Hillert and Sundman
(47) obtained similar characteristics for the solute drag versus
the migration rate as Cahn for a constant diffusion coefficient,
but calculated a dramatic decrease in the drag assuming a higher
diffusivity inside the interface. The enhanced diffusivity in the
interface is accentuated by Hillert and Purdy (48), who observed
diffusivities in a migrating grain boundary several orders of
magnitude larger than the values for a stationary boundary.
Hillert (35) suggested to omit the sharpest portions of the
calculated concentration profile, which is within atomic dimensions, in order to obtain a more realistic drag. However, these
continuum models describe only an idealized approximation of the
solute drag, which is an effect on atomic scale.
3. The local equilibrium concept.
In metallurgical reactions the rate controlling factor is
either determined by the interfacial processes or by the solute
transport (37) . A reaction is controlled by transport as long as
the growth kinetic, resulting from volume diffusion away from or
towards the phaseboundary, is slower than the transfer of atoms
across the phaseboundary. The transport controlled reaction is
usually approximated as proportional to the square root of the
reaction time, while the interface controlled reaction can be
approximated as linear with the reaction time (39). In the local
equilibrium concept the transport controlled reaction is in che-
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mical equilibrium at the interface (37). In the Fe C X system
the local equilibrium concept is used to explain how the transformation can be treated, when one component diffuses many orders of magnitude faster than the other. According to Hillert
(35) the fast carbon diffusion has either to keep pace locally
with the substitutional diffusor by reducing the driving force
for carbon transport to a negligible value or the substitutional
diffusor has to keep pace locally at the interface with the carbon diffusion by increasing the driving force for the transport
of the substitutional diffusor towards infinity. Coates (40)
illustrated this concept with an isothermal intersection of a
ternary phase diagram (see fig. III.2).
CARBON

Fig.III. 2. Isothermal intersection of the Fe rich corner of a Fe C X
phase diagram (schematical), illustrating the local equilibrium conccept for low supersaturation (A) and high supersaturation (B). (40).
For low supersaturation of y (composition A in fig.
the slow diffusor

III.2.A)

determines the transformation r a t e . In order

to obtain the required negligible driving force on the fast
diffusor,

i t i s necessary that the activity a

in front of the

interface i s approximately equal to the a c t i v i t y a , in the
bulk. Purdy e t . a l .

(41) assume that the a c t i v i t y of carbon in

a one phase area is approximately a function of i t s concentration alone; so the isoactivity lines l i e almost parallel to
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the X axis in the ternary phase diagram. The condition C, - C
corresponds to negligible driving force for the fast diffusor.
It can be seen in fig. III.2.A that the alloying element X has
to partition with local equilibrium at the interface between
ferrite and austenite. Fig. III.2.B shows a higher supersaturation (composition B) and a high transformation rate is anticipated, determined by the fast diffusor. Almost infinite driving
force at the interface for the slow diffusor is attained without partition by a small concentration spike in front of the
interface.
4. The anomalous behaviour of the alloying elements Mo and Cr.
The TTT diagrams of Cr and Mo steels show a bay formation
between the pearlite and bainite regions, especially when a combination of these elements is present. Compared to other elements Cr and Mo are anomalous in their behaviour by this strong,
temperature selective, inhibition of the y-*a transformation. Although several attempts have been undertaken, this effect is
not satisfactorily explained upto the present time. Kinsman and
Aaronson (31) and Boswell et.al. (32) observed in a Fe 0.11%C
1.95%Mo alloy that the parabolic rate constant for the thickening of ferrite allotriomorphs passes through a minimum at the
temperature where the bay exists. They concluded that the kinetics of growth rather than nucleation are responsible for the
bay formation. Aaronson et.al. (33) proposed that this effect
of the growth kinetics is due to a kind of solute drag.
One of the earliest explanations for the bay formation was
postulated by Hultgren (34) defining two types of ferrite: i.e.
ortho-ferrite and para-ferrite, each with their own, partially
overlapping, C-curves forming a bay in the TTT diagram. Orthoferrite, as the higher temperature phase, is an equilibrium

Crystals which nucleate at the grainboundaries in the matrix
phase and grow preferentially and more or less smoothly along
them.
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transformation product. The lower temperature phase para-ferrite inherits, under para-equilibrium condition, the substitutional alloy content of the parent austenite. The growth rate of
para-ferrite depends on the rate of carbon diffusion, because
the two adjoining phases are in equilibrium with respect to
carbon only (para-equilibrium). The partition of Cr and Mo,
necessary for the ortho-ferrite is, however, not observed and
the existence of individual curves for the two ferrite types is
not confirmed (29).
The concept of para-equilibrium is adopted by Hillert (35)
in an attempt to explain the bay formation by his pile-up model. It was pointed out by him that the new phase might form
with the same substitutional alloy composition as the parent
phase, even if there was a complete chemical equilibrium at
the interface (local equilibrium) , as a result of a pile-up
of the alloying element X in front of the interface (see fig.
III.2.B). The width of this pile-up is of the order of the
interface width (a few Angstrom units). This is the reason why
the pile-up could not be investigated, before instruments for
chemical analysis with a resolution on atomic scale were available. Hillert (35) tried to explain the effect of Mo on the
TTT diagram, assuming that Mo has a strong tendency to segregate to the Y~*"O interface at the bay temperature, i.e. a large
pile-up in the interface, which is added to the pile-up in
front of the interface. The free energy dissipation due to the
diffusion of Mo in the pile-up with the migrating interface is
responsible for a strong drag on the transformation front. At
lower temperature.deviation from local equilibrium makes the
pile-up smaller until the pile-up is below physical significanceand a true para-equilibrium situation is established with increased transformation rate.
In th'e perception of Sharma and Purdy (38) the solute drag
effect exists but is insufficient to account for the retardation in the transformation kinetics of the carbide forming ele-
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ments Cr and Mo. They present an alternative hypothesis, which
is consistent with the carbide forming character of these elements. Perrite growth is assumed to be inhibited by the formation of precursor clusters in austenite, enriched in the alloying elements Cr, Mo and C. Carbon has to be dissociated from
the clusters if ferrite is to form. The carbon diffusion potential will be accordingly reduced and the growth inhibited. Using a VÏÏE argument they found that the time for growth to an
arbitrary 2nm radius cluster becomes large at a temperature
that coincides with the lower part of the bay, i.e. where the
transformation rate increases by decreasing temperature.
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IV
1.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Introduction.

In order to obtain a better understanding of the role of carbon, chromium and molybdenum in the austenite-bainite transformation, it is important to know the distribution of these elements near the boundaries on atomic scale, because the expected
concentration profiles are of this order of magnitude (35) . At
the time being the Field Ion Microscope-Atom Probe was the only
instrument capable in imaging and analyzing a specimen on atomic scale, yielding both structural and compositional information. After the invention of the Field Ion Microscope-Atom Probe (FIM-AP) by Muller and coworkers (50) there has been a rapid
development of the imaging and detection techniques to a point,
where the FIM-AP can be applied in metallurgical research (51)
(63) .
2. The Twente FIM-Atom Probe design.
2.1 Vacuum system and specimen mounting.
The Twente. FIM-Atom Probe is designed for metallurgical investigations of a wide range of elements in metals and alloys and is
particularly suited for the investigation of steel. The FIM-Atom
Probe is shown schematically in fig. IV.1. For the vacuumsystem
maiiily standard ultra high vacuum components, of Vacuum Generators Ltd., were used. The design is basically equivalent to
the Oxford type (52)(63). The main features and modifications of
the Twente FIM-Atom Probe will be discussed, (see fig. IV.2).
The system is equiped with an ion getter pump (AEI), a titanium sublimation pump (VG ST 3) and a turbomolecular pump (Leybold Turbovac 220) to achieve a background pressure of less
than 10 nPa after bakeout at 220°C. The image gas (Neon or He-
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Fig.IV.1. Schematic lay-out of a FIM-Atom Probe.

lium research grade) is admitted to the system through the titanium sublimation pump by means of a leak valve (VG MD6). To reduce the time consuming specimen change and to maintain the ultra high vacuum, a separately pumped airlock and straight through
valve are incorporated in the system. The specimen mounting consists of a copper holder with a M6 screw threaded hole and is
connected by means of a flexible copper braid to a sapphire rod,
which in turn is in a direct contact with the cryostat, to provide a good thermal transfer. To prevent heating and electrical
contact, the copper holder is mounted via a thinwalled (0.01mm)
stainless steel tube and a quartz block on the manipulator (VGUMD2). This configuration permits a rotation of about 90° round
two orthogonal axes, with the tip of the specimen in the rotation centre and a translation in two orthogonal directions for
the alignment of the specimen with respect to the detector. The
specimen is assembled outside the Atom Probe on a copper pin
with M6 screw thread.
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The specimen is (in an external holder) aligned in the rotation centre of the manipulator and then fixed with a very small
drop of a colloidal silver solution (Acheson Dag 1415) to establish a good heat flow. The copper pin can then be mounted on
the specimen holder passing through the airlock system in about
one hour. The crystal can be cooled by liquid nitrogen (77.4 K)
or by a continuous flow of cold heliumgas (20-100°K). The effective temperature after liquid nitrogen cooling, measured on the
specimen, by means of a thermo couple (iron-constantane), is
85°K.
2.2 Field ion imaging system.
The specimen holder is connected via a flexible wire to a high
voltage feed through on which an imaging voltage upto 30kV can
be applied. With an imaging gas pressure of about 1 mPa the
field ion image of the specimen tip can be formed on a 75mm diameter chevron channelplate-fosfor screen image intensifier system (Galileo Optics 3075) with a variable distance (25-200mm)
from the specimen. The image can be observed and recorded on
Kodak Tri-X-film, via a front silvered mirror through a side
window. The chevron intensifier configuration is choosen because of the ability to form an image, even with gas pressures
below 1 mPa.
2.3 Time of flight mass spectrometry.
The normal imaging voltage of the specimen can be increased
with a short (20ns) high voltage pulse through a capacitor. The
pulse is created by discharging a 50R coaxial charging line via
a mercury wetted reed relay with a repitition rate of 40 Hz. A
small portion of the pulse is picked off by a subnanosecond high
voltage attenuator (53), delayed 170 ns to prevent that reflection from the specimen (unterminated electrically) can activate
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the stop module and fed to a 100 MHz discriminator (Ortec model
436) to produce a standard start signal for the time to pulse
height converter (T P H C) (Ortec model 437 A).(See fig. IV.1).
With a sufficiently high voltage on the specimen, some surface
atoms can desorbe as ions, which follow approximately the same
traject as the imaging gas ions to the screen(58). From a preselected area of the specimen, desorbed ions can pass the image
intensifier assembly through a central 1.5mm diameter probe aperture and reach a 25mm diameter chevron channel plate detector
(Galileo Optics 3025) after a flight path of 1.284mm. The detector efficiency is about 55%. The ion beam can be focussed on
the detector by means of an electrostatic lens. The signal from
7
the single particle sensitive detector (gain = 10 X) is capacitively fed, via a fast preamplifier (Ortec model 9301) mounted
as close as possible, into a 100 MHz discriminator to produce
a standard stop pulse in the T P H C.
To prevent noise the discriminator is preset on such a level
that about 90% of the detector signals are able to pass. The
T P H C produces a signal between 0 and 10V according to the
time between the start and stop pulse (max. 20 ys). This signal
is accumulated in the corresponding channel of a multichannel
analyzer (Ortec model 6240 B ) . A sequence of repetitions of this
process results in a time spectrum of the species, divided over
4096 channels. The time spectrum in the multichannel analyzer
can be printed and punched by means of a Teletype. The punched
papertape together with the voltage-data, is externally read into
a DEC 10 - computer, to compute the mass spectrum taking into
account the calibration correction. The mass spectrum is printed
in numerical form with a mass incrementof 0.1 amu upto 150 amu
(fig. IV.5) and produced on a x-y plotter with 0.1 amu mass channels upto 95 amu with linear or semilogarithmic axes (fig. IV.3+4)
The identification of the mass peaks and the determination of the
composition can now be analyzed visually.
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2.4 The mass to charge ratio and identification of elements.
The mass m to charge n ratio of any element can be determined in atomic mass units (amu) from an energy balance.

m/n

with
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e
m.
d
V,
V
t
t

=

2e
(V

dc

V

pHt

= elementary charge,
= mass of proton.
= flight distance.
= standing voltage on the tip,
= pulse voltage
= measured flight time
= electronic delays

V

(4.1)

a = dimensionless pulse factor, which differs from 1, because of
the insufficient termination of the pulse at the specimen (54).
The values of d and t are instrument constants (in a first approximation also a can be considered a constant of the instrument).
These instrument constants are measured or found by a calibration
process.
The incertainty in the mass to charge ratio is:

AffiZfi , A V .+

a

«

V,-Vao+Vp

(4.2,

The standing voltage to the specimen is measured within 10 V
and the pulse voltage within 1 V by the digital voltmeters of
the high voltage supplies. The uncertainty in the applied voltage is 11 V. The variation in the time of flight measurement
is less than 10 ns.
From 4.2 follows with Vt = 10 kV and t = 5 us:
Am/n
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as theoretical mass resolution. The uncertainty in the m/n ratio
is increased by energy deficits associated with the improper
high voltage pulse, resulting in a tail of a specific isotope
in the mass spectrum in the direction of the higher mass end of
the scale (usually less than 0.03 amu). This energy deficit present hardly any problem in the identification of the mass peaks
but influences the qualification of the composition, if there
are adjacent isotopes of different elements interfering. By
plotting the mass spectrum with semilogarithmic axes the tailing
can be qualified and the approximate composition determined by
a Peak deconvolution procedure (55) . A more important effect on
the absolute position of the mass peaks is introduced by the application of the focussing lens and the position of the image
intensifier assembly in activated mode (see calibration).
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The mass resolution of this Atom Probe under standard operating
conditions, estimated from the peak width at half maximum, is
in the order of 1/150 amu. This is enough for the separation of
the majority of the isotopes and more than enough for nearly
all metallurgical investigations,
2.5 Calibration.
There are several procedures for the mass calibrations of
the Atom Probe, assuming a constant a (56) (57) , However, a varies slowly with the m/n ratio(78), the tip shape and specimen
orientation in the manipulator (79) . The desirability to control the image during the detection sequence and the use of the
focussing lens, put some limitations on the calibration and necessitated the use of standard conditions. These standard conditions are:
V
is held constant during each analysis.
Pulse fraction V /V dc =0.1
Focussing lens voltage 2.5 kV or 0.5 V,
Imaging gas pressure < lOyPa
Background pressure <10 nPa
Chevron detector voltage 1.8 kV
Anode voltage 3.25 kV
Two standard positions of the image intensifier
assembly.
The calibration is carried out with Pe 2 wt% W 2 wt% Nb (known mass
peaks from m/n = 27 upto 91) and Fe 0.3 wt% C 3 wt% Cr 3 wt% Mo
(known mass peaks from m/n = 6 upto 50) over a range of voltages
from 7 upto 17 kV. For the 4 different standard conditions a
correction procedure is fed into the computer time-to mass-spectrum program, to get the known mass peaks in the right m/n ratios. For each specimen there still remains some absolute shift
(<0.5 amu) for the mass peaks, probably due to the change of a
with the different shapes of individual specimens and the gonio-
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meter position. These shifts, however, present no problems for
identification and quantification of the spectra, because they
can be taken into account when the determination is carried out
visually.
2.6 Aiming.
The aiming of the Atom-Probe has been a subject of controversy because of the different trajectories of the imaging gas
ions and the desorbed specimen ions (58)(59). The introduction
of the field desorption microscope (60)(61)(62) and the imaging
Atom-Probe (61)(62) made it possible to compare the images of
gas ions and desorption ions. Aberration occurs because the actual specimen form, obtained by field evaporation, is a polyhedron with local deviations in curveture (64). Some authors report a pre-desorption local surface migration (62)(65), while
others (64) reject this short range local migration and explain
the ion density distribution of the multilayer field desorption
patterns, with basically only geometric arguments.
Additional aberrations can occur at crystal defects which
show a very bright or dark area in the FIM such as grain boundaries and precipitates with a different local radius (67). The
net effect of these aberrations degrade the lateral resolution
of the Atom Probe analysis at certain areas of the tip to approximately 1 nm, which is less than the usual probe hole diameters
employed (55)(68)(80).
3. Quantitative analysis.
The volume analysed with the Atom Probe is very small (about
50 nm ) and lost during the detection sequence. From this small
amount of material alocal composition can be determined with equal sensivity to all elements. The detection of the different
ions can be assumed to follow a Poisson distribution and the
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standard deviation of the local composition determination is then
a. =
1

n

—
t

. 100%

(4.3)

with a, the standard deviation of the i
X

element;

+-Vi

n. number of counts, of the i
n. total number of counts.

element;

The accuracy of the Atom Probe analysis is clearly shown in the
2 Round-Robin-experiments, in which we participated together
with most of the about 15 operational individual designed AtomProbes. Object of these experiments was the qualitative and quantitative analysis of a molybdenum alloy and a stainless steel.
The results of the analysis were discussed on the 25th International Field Emission Symposium in Albaquerque (USA) (69) and
the 26th I.F.E.S. in Berlin (70) and show a good agreement between the analyses of the participating AP groups.
In the second Round-Robin-experiment samples of an unknown
stainless steel were analysed. The analyses included the results
of the minor alloying elements Mn, Mo, Si and C. The scatter of
the results proved to be very well within the scatter of X-Ray
fluorescence and other chemical analyses (70). An advantage of
the Atom Probe analysis is the ability to detect, also quantitatively, the lighter elements below oxygen. In fig. IV.3 an
example of a spectrum from the stainless steel, analysed with
our Atom-Probe, is shown. In this spectrum the mass peaks of
2+
2+
2+
the isotopes Fe 5 4 and F e 5 g at m/n = 27 and 28, the C r 5 2 isotope
at m/n = 26 and the Ni,-ft isotope at m/n = 29 are most promenent.
2+
2+
2+
2+
The isotopes Fe_. and C r 5 4 , Fe 5 8 and Ni_ 8 d o overlap in-the
spectrum, which is a problem in the quantitative analysis. The
quantitative analysis of the overlapping ions can be estimated
from the intensities of the mass peaks of the other isotopes of
these elements taking into account the natural abundance (49).
The tailing of the mass peaks can also cause some overlap, which
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can be quantified by a peak deconvolution procedure (55). The
elements Mncc. and Si O Q appear in the double charged state, but
2+
3+
4+
the seven isotopes of Mo can appear as Mo , Mo
and Mo . The
carbon can be detected as C , C , C 2 , C_ or C, at the m/n
ratio = 12, 6, 24, 36 and 18 respectively. A requirement for a
correct analysis is a not too low pulsefraction (f ^ 0.1) because otherwise some preferential field evaporation of certain
alloying elements can occur between pulses at the standing voltage. This decreases the concentration of this concerned element.
There is evidence that Si in steel (71) and Co in Pt3Co (72)
show this anomalous field evaporation.
The evaporation rate (counts/pulse) can also influence the
analysis. Evaporation rates higher than 0.1 increase the probability of the desorption of more than one ion on one pulse. Our
timing system can handle only one count per pulse and when the
evaporation rate is too high, the lower m/n ratios will be fa->
voured, resulting in a lower content of the higher m/n ratios.
When more than two timing channels are used (even upto 8) (79),
the arrival of the successively ions of the same element within
the time resolution of the timing system will be ignored and
consequently an apparent increase of the minor alloying elements
can occur.
The minimum detection level (M D L) of the Atom Probe analysis depends on the number of counts in a spectrum and the noise
level. The number of counts above the N3 a (noise level plus 3
standard deviations)can be considered as significant counts.
The noise level for a certain element i is
N

DC

=

10

~3' D C ' N f

C^

(4-4)

with N D C = actual number of dark counts;
D_ = average number of dark counts in a spectrum of 1000
counts;
N. = total number of counts;
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C. = number of time channels in which the element i can be
detected;
C. - total number of time channels,
The number of dark counts is usually less than 4 per thousand
counts analyzing without imaging gas (< 100 nPa) to about 40
per thousand counts at standard conditions with an imaging gaspressure of lOviPa. These dark counts can occur in any of the
4096 channels of the time spectrum. The probability that 0, 1,
2, . . . . dark counts in C. time channels occur, can be assumed to follow a Poisson-distribution with mean X = N n n . If it
is assumed that a known element has a spread over 10 time chan
nels due to isotopes, charge states, energy deficits and time
resolution, the 3 a noise level N_
will be:
N

3a

= N

DC

+ 3

VN^

(4-5)

With our Atom-Probe this means that without imaging gas:
N 3 a = 10" 3 . 4 .-^

N t + 3\/9.7.10~6 NJ.

(4.6)

or with 1 mPa imaging gas:
g- N t + 3V9.7.IO- 5 N^
Because
cide on
will be
then N.
and the

(4.7)

of tha discrete nature of the spectrum one cannot deone count, but if 2 or more counts are available, they
significant when N_ < 1. The total number of counts is
4 9356 without imaging gas or N < 945 with imaging gas
detection level of > 200 ppm and £ 2000 ppm respectively.

4. Material and heat treatments.

I
The material used in the present investigation is a commercial CrMo steel (AISI H 10, Din 1.2365) with a composition of
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1.4 at % C, 2.8 at % Cr, 1.6 at % Mo, 0.6 at % Si, 0.5 at % V
and 0.3 at % Mn. This commercial material is choosen because it
has a large bay in the TTT diagram (fig. IV.6), contains enough
carbon, chromium and molybdenum to be well above the minimum detection level in the Atom Probe and has a very fine structure,
which increases the chance to find a phase boundary in the very
small volume of the specimen tip. Moreover, the fact that this
is a steel used in practice, increases the probability that any
scientific results obtained can be put to some practical use.
This steel is delivered in a softened state and standard
rods (0 5mm x 10mm) with threaded heads were machined on a lathe
to fit in a magnetometrical TTT apparatus (73). In this apparatus the heat treatments can be applied to the rods and the transformation can be followed by measuring the saturation magnetic
induction. The saturation induction is approximately linear
with the volume of the magnetic phase and does not depend on
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Fig. IV. 6. TTT-diagram of the Cr Mo steel used in the present
investigation ( AISI-H10, DIN 1.2365 ).(107).
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texture and structure if the magnetic field is high enough (74).
(The sensivity of this instrument has an accuracy of 0.1% of
the volume. The data are collected on tape via a micro-processor) ,
Three types of heat treatments were applied to the rods:
1) austenitizing for 10 min. at 1100°C, followed by quenching
to 435°C and subsequently transformed by cooling at a rate
of 3.5°C/min. to 400°C, followed by water quench (specimen
Bl) .
2) austenitized for 20 min. at 1050°C, quenching to a temperature of 420 or 440 C, subsequently isothermally transformed
for a number of different times and then quenched in a nitrogen gasblow (specimen code B2 to B 6 ) .
3) austenitizing for 20 min. on 1050 C, quenched to a temperature between 400 and 440 C, subsequently isothermally transformed for a number of different times followed by water
quench (specimen code B13 to B16).
100

80

60
B16
40

20

Fig. IV. 7. Isothermal transformation curves of the speciirens B2-B16.
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Code

B 1
B 2
B 4
B 5
B 6

B13
B14
B15
B16

Transformation
t
t
Start State
(min)
<°Q (min) (sec)
435-400 10
10
60 finished
420
20
30
20
440
33
120 finished
20
420
11
50
5
50
20
420
100 finished
19
20
420
100
420
6
20
19
120 finished
20
440
405
7
50 finished
20

Quench

Austinitizing

(°C)
noo
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050
1050

%
50
27
18
29
18
27
23
16
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w/q
g/q
g/q
g/q
g/q
w/q
w/q
w/q
w/q

Table IV.I

Special care has been taken in the first quench to prevent undershoot and accordingly preferential nucleation. The transformation
S curves for B2-B6 and B13-B16 are shown in fig. IV.7 in which
the incompleteness of the isothermal bainitic transformation is
clearly seen. In table IV.I some data concerning these transformations are listed.
5. Specimen preparation.
Rectangular bars with cross sections of 0.3x0.3mm were spark eroded from the.heat-treated rods. The electrochemical influenced
zone, caused by the spark erosion process is less than 20 ym when
the process parameters are carefully choosen (75). This zone is
removed by electrochemical thinning upto 140 ym in 6% perchloric
acid solution in acetic acid (20 V a c ) . The bar is immersed in
the electrolyte and is partially shielded by a glass tube of 3mm
to introduce necking. The progress of the thinning is followed
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with the aid of a 9x loupe and controlled by a micro manipulator
(see fig. IV.8A).
A 10 ym thick point of the bar is finally prepared as an A.P.
specimen by zone polishing with ^% perchloric acid solution in
butyloxyethanol (30 V&c) a method comparable to a technique developed independently by Melmed (76).
.ELECTRODE

s
Fig.IV.8.A. Specimen preparation, I

stage - necking

EYE

100 X MICEGSaOPE

GOLD RING
-SPECIMEN

+Vdc.
X MOVEMENT

Fig.IV.8.B. Specimen preparation, 2

'dc

stage - final polishing

A 3mm diameter ring of gold wire which is connected with the power supply, contains a drop of the polishing electrolyte. This
ring is positioned over the specimen point under an optical microscope (lOOx). See fig. IV.8B. The point is then retracted in
the solution by means of movement of the microscope object table and after an adjustable distance, the power is switched off
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Fig.IV.9. Specimen preparation under an optical microscope (2 stage)

o.i Jim
Fig.IV. 10. Electron microscope micrograph of a specimen containing a boundary.
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by a micro switch (fig. IV.9). By means of this technique AP specimens with very slender tapered tips can be obtained and the
specimens are easily resharpened after use in the Atom Probe.
After a control in an optical microscope at 600x magnification
on slenderness of the shank and sharpness of the apex, the specimen is put in an electron microscope (Philips EM 300) and examined with respect to the shape of the shank, radius of the apex
and the presence of interfaces at an angle up to 30° to the tip
axis, An example of an EM micrograph of a specimen containing a
boundary is shown in fig. IV.10.
6. Some comments relevant to the interpretation of the FIM images and AP spectra
oi the Cr Mo steel.
6.1 FIM images.
The images of the CrMo steel appear regular with the typical
ring structures when a bainite crystal is imaged or irregular
with bright spots for a martensite crystal. The indexing of the
ring structures is based on the symmetry in the image and the zone laws of the stereographic projection. When there are not enough poles visible in the image to index them on the basis of
symmetry arguments, the appearance of the different types of poles in similar images is used as an expedient for their identification.
The radius of the tip and distances on the tip are calculated following a ring counting technique (77) and the EM photograph is then used as a check . The images of the CrMo steel
are usually not clear enough to count all the rings between two
poles and the radius is approximated by the number of rings visible and the concerned angle y, obtained by transferring the
FIM micrograph to a standard stereographic projection and with
the aid of a Wulff net (fig. IV.11).

JV.
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RINGS VISIBLE ON
FIM MICROGRAPH
PROBE HOLE
(CENTRE OP PROJECTION)

SPECIMEN TIP

F i g . I V . l l . Determination of t h e specimen t i p r a d i u s .

The approximated radius i s

R = n.

"hkl
1-cosy

(4.8)

with n = number of rings visible between P and Q;
dhkl = the interplanar spacing of the concerned pole;
Y = angle determined by means of a Wulff net.
The approximated distance D p o and the corresponding angle y on
the field ion micrograph are determined in a similar way. The
distance is then: D p = 2R sin %y.
The boundary planes are indexed by transferring the trace to
a standard stereographic projection and determining the pole using the traces of small circles. The traces of small circles at
angles of 10°, 20° and 30° to the centre of projection are shown
in fig. IV.12.
The field ion image deviates from a stereographic projection
(58) and the polyhedron tip shape deviates from a sphere. Therefore the pole of the boundary can be determined only approximately with an accuracy of about 10 , unless the trace of the boun-
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dary intersects several poles.
6.2 AP spectra.
The Atom Probe analysis are obtained from liquid nitrogen cooled specimens and carried out under standard conditions, i.e. a
pulsefraction of 10%, a low pulserate (f = 0,1) and in Neon of
about 0.01 mPa. This imaging pressure is sufficiently high to
inspect the FIM image and the evaporation process with the chevron image intensifier at high gain level land is sufficiently
low to have a low background noise level [< 40 per 1000 counts).
The local solute concentrations are calculated from A.P.
spectra, containing usually between 250 and 600 detected ions.
A solute distribution profile can be determined by taking several
A.P. analyses situated near each other on a line. In the spectra,
the iron and chromium appear in the double charged state Fe ,
2+
2+
3+
4+
Cr , the molybdenum as Mo , Mo
and some Mo
and the carbon

Fig.IV.12. Traces of small circles at angles of 10c
in a stereographic projection.
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20°and 30°

somewhat more complex as C , C
or C, , C , , C , and sometimes
l+
C , at the m/n ratios 6, 12, 18, 24 and 36 respectively. There is
ambiguity in the assignment of the carbon peak at m/n = 12. In
the present analysis it is taken as completely C , but taken it
2+
as completely C„ will enhance the carbon concentration with
7-20% relatively. A spectrum contains only a maximum of 600 ions
because of 3 reasons:
1) The voltage cannot be increased within one spectrum because
our Atom Probe is not yet equiped with an on-line computer
system. The blunting of the specimen will decrease the pulse
ratio to a too low value (< 0.001) after about 400 detections.
2) The depth of the analysed volume is optimized to approximately lOnm, because otherwise the analysed volumes become too
asymmetric, (The probe hole diameter corresponds to approximately l-4nm on the tip surface in the voltage range of 8 to
18 k V ) . The successive arrival of the ions cannot be used in
the analysis because this information is lost in the multi-

Fig. IV. 13. Determination of a solute concentration profile across
a boundary parallel (A) or at an angle 0 (B) to the specinen axis.
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channel analyzer.
3) The analysis is carried out very carefully (pulsefraction f
= 0.1) also because almost 90% of the mixed bainitic martensitic specimens, containing an interface in the tip, are destroyed by the stresses induced by the field before even a
concentration profile out of 4 AP spectra can be determined.
6.3 Concentration profiles across boundaries.
In the ideal case the boundary is parallel to the tip axis
and the local solute concentrations will reflect the concentration with a lateral spatial resolution of the projection of the
probe hole diameter (fig. IV.13.A) to the interface. In the general case the boundary has an angle (3 up to 30 to the tip
axis (selected in electron microscope) and the lateral spatial
resolution (RT) is decreased, to R, = d + d sin fj with d =
jj

ii

a

v

a

probe aperture diameter and d = depth of the analysed volume and
3 = angle of inclination of the boundary to the tip axis (fig.
IV.13.B).
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V F1M-ATOM PROBE INVESTIGATION OF BOUNDARIES IN Cr Mo STEEL
1. F1M images of bainite and martensite.
The CrMo-steel used in the present investigation with a mixed
bainitic-martensitic structure develops two quite different types of FIM images, depending on the substructure present in the
tip of the specimen. The FIM-micrograph shown in fig. V.I is an
example of an image of the ferritic matrix of the bainite, A typical image of a b.c.c.structure is developed with bright {002}
poles and dark {011} poles. There is no prefered orientation in
the crystal present, as observed in FIM specimens of metals with" ^
a wire texture, because the specimens were taken from as-quenched
bars. The presence of alloying elements in this steel deteriorates
the image development of the ring pattern especially of the higher index poles, although the {112}

and {013} poles are often ob-

served .
The FIM-image of the untempered martensite appears rather irregular with bright spots, as shown in fig. V.2.A. A ring pattern
can hardly be distinguished in the image and therefore no orientation determinations can be carried out. Rows of bright spots in
the FIM-image of a tempered FeMoC-alloy were observed by Davies
and Ralph (81), who associated these rows with the initial stage
of Mo_C precipitation. Wada et.al. (82) investigated a Fe 0.3%
2.3%Cr 1.0%Mo steel in the Field ion microscope and compared it
with an equivalent steel without M o , in which the bright spots
are not observed. They concluded tentatively that the appearence
of bright spots are due to the presence of MoC clusters or carbides. In a MoReC alloy Sakurai et.al. (83) found that the FIMimage also showed randomly dispersed bright spots. They analysed
these spots and the matrix with a high performance FIM-AP and demonstrated that no relation exists between the bright spots and
the presence of the elements Re and C. MoC and MoC„ are found in
the bright spots as well as in the matrix. Although the atom-
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F i g . V . l . FIM micrograph of bainite (specimen BI ) .

Fig.V.2.A. FIM micrograph of martensite (specimen B16)
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probe analysis of the bright spots is very difficult and the analysis in the present investigation was not unambiguous, there are
indications that they have to be associated with carbon clusters
or compounds. These results are obtained by the dynamic accumulation of the TOF-spectrum, after which they are lost in the background which makes them difficult to be reproduced.
Two rather extreme examples of the solute distribution observed in the martensitic structure show a wavy character in the
profile of the elements concerned (fig, V.2.B) and is not so
smooth as suggested by microprobe analysis (107) . The substitutional alloying element distribution is therefore not homogeneous on atomic scale, before the transformation has actually taken place. The carbon content is not enhanced at areas locally
enriched in the carbide forming elements Cr and/or Mo. The observed differences in the images of bainite and martensite thus
offer the possibility to study the bainite-martensite interface.
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Flg.V.2.B. Solute concentration profiles in martensite (B16).
The vertical bars represent one standard deviation (±a) of the
measured local composition.
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2. Grain boundaries.
Occasionally it is observed that a trace of bright spots decorate a grain boundary between two bainite crystals (fig. V.3.A.).
This boundary is assumed to be a former austenite grain boundary,
because other boundaries in the as-quenched structure did not exhibit this decoration in the Field Ion Microscope (84). These
austenite grain boundaries can act as preferential nucleation sites for a sympathetic side by side reaction during the y*"" transformation (14). The concentration profile across this disordered
high angle tilt boundary (misorientation approximately 20 around
[200] ) shows a local enrichment of all the alloying elements
(fig. V.3.B). During austenitizing the yphase was heated for 20
minutes at 1050 C, where the mean diffusion distance for the substitutional alloying elements is large enough (about one micron)
to account for this grain boundary segregation. Another decorated
grain boundary in a B16 specimen exhibits the same local concentra-

Fig.V.3.A. FIM micrograph of a decorated grain boundary (B4).
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tion enhancement of the elements concerned. The presence of these carbide, forming alloying elements in the austenite grains can
have a strong effect on the grain growth during austenitizing by
pinning the boundaries or by exerting a solute drag (23).

3. Twin boundaries.

:

The y-a transformation can be accompanied by micro-twinning
in the ferritic matrix of the bainite as observed incidentally.
In fig." V.4.A four {112} type twins are visible. Although the
PIM micrograph is not very detailed, during observation of the :
dynamic image during field evaporation, the various poles become
successively more clearly visible. A photographic reconstruction
of these twins is shown in fig. V.4.B, while the orientation relation is illustrated in the stereographic projection of fig.
V.4.C.
Twinning in a tip can be caused by the mechanical stresses in-
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Fig.V.3.B. Concentration profile across the decorated boundary.
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Pig.V.4.A. FIM micrograph of {112} twins in bainite (B6) .
duced by the high electrical field in the FIM (85). There is,
however, evidence, that it has occurred during the y-a transformation. The concentration profile across a twin plane, fig. V.4.D,
indicates a local enrichment of the carbon concentration and a
reduced Cr and Mo content in the interface. Therefore some short
range diffusion of substitutional alloying elements is involved,
which is not possible at the cryogenic temperatures used in the
FIM Atom-Probe. This short range diffusion and the developed
structure of the ring patterns in the FIM image are also indications that the twins are formed in the bainite instead of the
martensite (104) . Furthermore there is some discussion concerning
the occurence of preferential field evaporation of alloying elements during Atom-Probe analysis of boundaries (95), which could
also be argued in the case of the twin boundary. This idea is,
however, inconsistent with the measured enrichment in Cr and Mo
in the former austenite grainboundary and the fact that a coherent boundary hardly disturbs the emitter surface area.
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Fig.V-4.B. Photographic reconstruction of the twins.
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Fig.V.4.C. Stereographic projection of a B.C.C. twin
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Fig.V.4.D. Concentration profiles across a {112} twin boundary.

The concentration profile of fig. V.4.D is in accordance with
the atomic model of a coherent B.C.C. twin boundary. The dimensions of the interstitial sites in the B.C.C.twin plane are changed compared to the matrix and form a plane of considerably larger cavities, as can be seen in fig. V.5. These B.C.C. twin cavities are larger than assumed by Tekin and Kelly (101). Assuming
a hard ball model, the diameter of a interstitial ball that fits
in a B.C.C. twin plane is even 3.6% larger than the interstitial
ball in a F.C.C. octahedral site. The carbon atom fits better in
these twin cavities than in the B.C.C. interstitial sites. The
twin plane will act in this way as an effective sink for carbon
atoms. The measured local carbon concentration at the twin plane
is apparent and can be as high as 25% or more, because the probe
hole diameter was about 2 nm and the carbon is assumed to be situated in one atomic layer in the twin plane. The segregation of
carbon to twin planes was also observed by Miller et al.(86) in
their FIM-Atom Probe investigation of the tempered martensite in
a plane carbon steel.
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The substitutional alloying elements disturb the atomic fit
in a coherent boundary and will enhance the twin boundary energy,
which provides the driving force for their observed short range
diffusion out of the twin plane.
Internal twinning is not believed to accompany the bainitic
transformation. Twinned bainite has not been observed by electron
microscopy (8)(21) (42) although Ohmori (87) found very small
ferrite sublaths in a bainitic HSLA-alloy, which were occasionally twin related, but the twin plates were not found to be the
usual {112} twinning planes of the B.C.C. lattice (88). Twin formation in bainite as observed in our investigation may be an additional indication for the shear like transformation mechanism
as transformation twins often accompany the transformation to
martensite (21).
In fig. V.6.A the FIM micrograph of an incol.3rent twin can
be seen. The inisorientation between the two crystals is about
70° around [Oil] for the upper crystal or about 70° around [101]T
for the lower crystal. The ring structure is continuous from (Oil)
to (101)^ and not continuous from (101) to (002) as can be expected from the stereographic projection of a twin. Twin related
ferrite crystals can occur in the y-a transformation obeying a
Kurdjumov-Sachs (98) orientation relationship, because out of
the 24 variants in this relationship 12 pairs are twin related
or because of the stresses induced by the transformation.
The twin plane is not the {112} type, but about 15° from this
coherent plane for both crystals. The assumption that the reduction of the substitutional element content can be ascribed to
the interface coherency of a coherent twin plane is emphasezed
by a concentration profile across this incoherent twin plane,
in which the distribution of Cr and Mo is rather continuous (fig.
V.6.B). The profile shows a small local enhancement of the carbon at the interface which can be expected from the misfit structure in the incoherent plane, where the carbon fits better than
in the interstitial sites of the B.C.C. lattice.
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TWIN PLANE

Fig.V.5. Schematic and ball model of a {112} B.C.C. twin, showing
the increased size of the interstitial sites in the twin plane.
The interstitial ball in the square fits in a F.C.C. octahedral site.
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Fig.V.6.A. FIM micxograph of an incoherent boundary between two
twin related bainite plates (Bl).
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Fig.V.6.B. Concentration profile across the incoherent twin plane.
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4. Phase boundaries.
A phase boundary in the CrMo steel can be quite easily d i s tinguished in the FIM image because of the different appearence
of the two phases involved, bainite and martensite. Generally
the martensite will have the same composition as the austenite
from which i t is formed during quenching. The martensite-bainite
phase boundary will thus reflect the former austenite-bainite
transformation front. Fig. V.7 i l l u s t r a t e s such an martensitebainite boundary, where the bainite exhibits the typical ring
pattern and the martensite the rather irregular pattern, decorated with bright spots. The ring pattern in the bainite can be
observed rather clearly during slow field evaporation, but the
static image and the high contrast brought about by the bright
spots cause that in the photographs faint details are lost in

Fig.V.7. FIM micrograph of a phase boundary between martensite
and bainite. The martensite appears irregular with bright spots.
The area with the typical ring structure is bainite. The boundary
plane is approximately {123} (B16).
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background. After screening of the photographs for the present
print even more details are lost.
Fig. V.8.A shows another phase boundary where the concentration profile across the boundary exhibits both predicted and unexpected features (fig. V.8.B). The high carbon concentration in
front of the bainite interface is predicted by the local equili-„
brium concept for' the fast interstitial diffusor. The maximum
carbon concentration C a Y has to be located, using this concept,
at the austenitic side of the interface. In the region of the
'interface, almost parallels to the specimen axis, the analysis
includes, however,~contributions from both phases due to the,
finite dimensions of the probe-hole, which corresponds for this"
interface at the emitter surface to about 1.5nm diameter. The
maximum carbon concentration of 11 at.% is measured just outside
the interface region, but this concentration can thus be a few
percent (2-5%) higher in the interface region. From the extrapolated y/a+Y and ot/a+Y lines for the iron-carbon phase diagram
(17) the equilibrium C°^ concentration is approximately 14 at.%
(fig. V.9). This value should be corrected for the presence of
alloying elements,as in the commercial steel used in this investigation, but these data are not available at present. The measured carbon concentration profile is the first evidence on atomic scale that the fast diffusor in the bainite transformation
(91) obeyes to a local equilibrium concept.
The slower substitutional diffusors Cr and Mo show smaller
variations in their local concentrations, but the observed minimum in the concentration profile at the interface region is
remarkable and unexpected. This indicates that there exists no
true para-equilibrium at the transformation temperatures in the
lower part of the bay, as proposed by Hultgren (34) and Hillert
(35) for this model assumes no redistribution at all of the substitutional alloying elements. The minimum of the Cr and Mo concentration can be attributed to the coherency of the interface,
comparable to the situation in the twin plane. The FIM images
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Fig.V.8.A. FIM micrograph of a martensite-bainite phase boundary.
The interface is approximately {123} (Bl).
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Fig.V.8.B. A combination of two solute concentration profiles
across the phase boundary shown in fig.V.8.A.
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Fig.V-9. Iron-carbon phase diagram with schematic y/a+y line (17).

are not clear enough to decide whether or not they are coherent,
however, the plane of contact is approximately {123} which also
can act as a (semi)coherent habit plane in the martensite transformation (89) .
Another explanation for the observed minima for the substitutional elements is a pile down under locaJ. equilibrium in front
of the interface caused by a ferrite stabilizer. In fig. V.10
an isothermal FeCX phase diagram is schematically drawn. Following a treatment of Coates (40) of the negligible partition local equilibrium concept, the transformation proceeds with a piledown for the ferrite stabilizing element, as shown in fig. V.10.
This explanation can be valid for Mo because the Fe C Mo phase
diagram (90) is of the type drawn in fig. V.10. However, Cr behaves for low concentrations (< 8%) as an austenite stabilizer
in the Fe C CR-system (90) and a pile-up in front of the y-±u interface can be expected under local equilibrium (see fig. III.2.B)
Because both Cr and Mo exhibit a minimum in their local concen-
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Fig.V. 10. Isothermal intersection of the Fe rich corner of a Fe C X
phase diagram showing the local equilibrium pile-dovm for a a-stabilizing element X.
tration and the tielines for low contents in their ternary phase
diagram are almost parallel to the carbon axis (90), this observed distribution cannot be attributed to a local equilibrium.
A similar distribution of the alloying elements is obtained from
the phase boundary of fig. V.ll.A, which is also near a {123}
orientation. The concentration profile in fig. V.ll.B shows a
local equilibrium type carbon distribution and a minimum for Cr
and Mo in the interface region. The pile-up of carbon and the
minimum of Cr and Mo have to accompany this transformation front
when it proceeds and can exert a solute drag on this transformation.
In fig. V.12.A another bainltic phase boundary is shown, its
interface being near to (115) a . The solute distribution profile
(fig. V.12.B) exhibits a pile up of Cr in front of the interface,
which can be expected from the local equilibrium and the impurity drag models. The structure of this interface, however, is
somewhat complicated, because during the investigation of this
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Fig.V.ll.A.'PIM micrograph*:of lamartensite-bainite phase boundary.
The interface is approximately {123} (Bl4).
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Fig.V.ll.B. Concentration profile across the phase boundary
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Fig.V.12.A. FIM micrograph of a martensite-bainite phase boundary.
The interface is approximately {115} (B16).
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Fig.V.12.B. Concentration profile across the {115} boundary.
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Fig.V.12.C. FIM micrograph showing a step in the {115} boundary.
specimen, isolated about 5 nm thick steps, in the interface are
observed. These steps are observed both lateral in the FIM image
(fig. V.12.C) as in depth during field evaporation and protude
in the transforming austenite or were lagging behind the transformation' front. This transformation front advancement is thus
accompanied by propagation of steps in the interface, probably
in regions with a local favourable alloying element content for
one of the phases. In fig. V.12.E an intersection of this specimen is schematically drawn, showing the steps in the interface
and the concerned concentration profile determination. The concentration profile of fig. V.12.B is taken through a step lagging
behind the front and the pile up of Cr is measured in the step.
Such a region of high Cr content, already present in the austenite, can thus stabilize the austenite against transformation.
In a step protuding in the austenite an excess in the ferrite
stabilizer Mo is observed (2.7 at % Mo, 2.5 at % Cr 0.5 at % C ) ,
in accordance with the theritiodynamical explanation of these steps.
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Fig.V.l2.D. Concentration profile across the {115} boundary.

Fig.V.12.E. Schematic representation of the stepped phase boundary
and the concentration profile determination across this boundary.
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Fig.V.13.A.
FIM ndcrograph of a martensite-bainite phase boundary.
g
The interface is approximately t}
t135}-, (B16())•
Another concentration profile across this stepped interface is
taken just above the protuding step (fig. V.12.D). The Mo content is rather high in this profile and it is likely that the
interface near the protuding steps passes through a region with
excess Mo.
The austenite near this {115}aboundary is less enriched in
carbon compared to the semi-coherent {123} interfaces, which
are assumed to be the broad sides of the bainite plates and can
be assigned as the habit planes. The (115) interface does not
contain close packed rows of atoms and is probably non-coherent.
This interface is perpendicular to a (231) habit plane and can
be a leading edge in the growth of the bainite plate. This leading edge is probably temporarily halted at a region with excess
Cr. The carbon in front of this leading edge can diffuse in the
austenite following a radial diffusion, while at the broad sides
of the plate the carbon can diffuse effectively only in one direction. This will result in a quicker dispersion from and a lo69
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Fig.V.13.B. Concentration profile across the {135} boundary.
wer concentration in the austenite in front of ,the {ll5>ainterface as compared with the {123} interfaces.
In the FIM micrograph of fig. V.I3.A a bainitic phase boundary with an interface near to (531) is imaged. The concentration
profile across this interface (fig. V.13.B) exhibits a capricious Mo distribution, a rather constant Cr content and a local
equilibrium type carbon distribution. The high Mo content behind
the Y+a interface makes it probable that the front has just passed a Mo enriched region in the former austenite, with locally
enhanced free energy change. The austenite in front of this noncoherent interface is also enriched in carbon as in front of the
coherent {115} interface . From a comparison with the stepped
interface of fig. i2 where high Mo contents and low carbon austenite are also observed it can be expected that this interface
protudes in the austenite, probably from a leading edge.
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Fig.V.14.A. FIM micrograph of a wedge-shaped phase boundary between
martensite and bainite. The interfaces are approx. {123} and {11C}

In fig. V.14.A a wegde-shaped phase boundary between bainite
and martensite can be seen. The concentration profile of fig.
V.14.B is taken across the interface at approximately 30 nm
from the point of wedge, while the profile of fig. V.14.C is
situated about 3 ran from this edge of the bainite plate. The
orientation of the interface across which the profiles are taken is approximately {123} . In fig, V.14.B a minimum of Cr and
Mo content at the interface is present, accompanied by small
concentration humps of these elements on both sides close to
the interface and this distribution is similar to the profiles
of other {123} interfaces. The solute distribution at the edge
of the plate (fig. V.14.C) shows a quite different pattern, especially the high Cr content on both sides close to the interface is obvious. The edgewise growth of the bainite plate is
probably stopped at this place of high Cr content, which causes
a local austenite stabilization.
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Fig.V.14.B. Concentration profile across the {123} boundary at
a
about 30 nm from the point of the wedge.
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Fig.V.l4.C. Concentration profile across the {123} boundary at
a
about 3 nm from the point of the wedge.
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Fig.V. 15 .A. FIM micrograph of a retained austenite "plate between

two bainite plates. The interfaces are approximately {123} (Bl).

5. Retained austenite plates.
The FIM micrograph of fig. V.15.A shows an approximately 12 nm
thick martensite plate with rather sharp boundaries in a bainitic matrix. The interface plane is approximately {123} . In the
FIM image of fig. V.15.B the same type of martensite plate can
be observed and the interface plane is again near {123} . The
solute distribution across this about 15 nm thick plate (fig.
V.15.C) exhibits a rather high carbon content and some enrichment of Cr and Mo in the plate and a minimum in their concentration at the interface. The enrichment in Cr and Mo can be
caused by their strong carbide forming tendency. The measured
carbon content in the plate, however, is not enough for a carbide (the Omega carbide MgC contains 14.3 at.% C ) . The carbon,
however, can stabilize the austenite and this austenite plate
can be retained after quenching to ambient temperature (92) .
Cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature the austenite can trans-
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Fig.V.15.B. FIM macrograph of a retained austenite plate between
two bainite plates. The interfaces are approximately {123} (Bl).
form to martensite (93) and it was actually observed several
times during field-ion imaging, that the image suddenly shakes,
probably due to such a transformation. The occurrence of small
retained austenite plates in this CrMo steel is in accordance
with the electron microscope obsetvations of about 20 nm thick
retained austenite films by Thomas (94) in 0.3 wt. % C, 1 wt.% Cr,
1 wt.% Mo steel.
The solute distribution of fig. V.15.D is taken across the
same plate but at a different place (distance approximately
50 n m ) . It shows the same symmetrical profile of Cr and C, but
the Mo content on one side of the plate is enhanced, which is
probably due to its local concentration variation in the austenite. The existence of small retained austenite plates in the
bainitic transformation can have an important effect on the mechanical properties, especially fracture toughness (94)(108) .
The thermal stability of these retained austenite plates is
probably much better than retained austenite in martensite
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Fig.V.15.D. Concentration profile across the retained plate at a
distance of about 50 nm fran the profile of fig.V.15.C.
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Pig.V.16.A. FIM micrograph of an edge of a retained austenite
plate (Bl).
undergoing tempering procedures, because they already survived
the isothermal bainite transformation, resulting in a higher
carbon concentration. The observed retained austenite plates
do not form a continuous film between bainite plates. In fig.
V.16.A the edge of such a plate and the corresponding distribution profile at about 30 nm from the edge is shown in fig.
V.16.B. The boundary plane is near {123} and these retained
austenite plates can be regarded to be situated between two
bainite plates with the (semi)coherent {123} type interface.
The bainite plates within one sheaf have the same, or almost the same orientation to the austenite grain in which they
are growing (see fig. V.15.A, V.15.B, V.16.A), because usually
only one variant of the Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship is most favourable relative to the local stresses inside
the austenite grain, resulting in a kind of sympathetic nucleation and growth (14)(94). Hoekstra (25) has shown that the
Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship is stable within 1°
in the bainitic transformation.
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Fig.V.lö.B. Concentration profile across the edge of the retained
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6. Carbides.
During the present FIM-Atom Probe investigation of the CrMo
steel only in one specimen a carbide inside a bainite crystal
was observed. The isothermal transformation temperatures used
(400 -440 C) are in a region where normally upper bainite can
be expected, although a transition to the lower bainite transformation can occur in this temperature range (12). The observed structure, bainitic ferrite plates, with retained austenite trapped between them, however, is more characteristic for
upper bainite. The FIM image of the carbide is shown in fig.
V.17.A and the related solute distribution profile in fig. V.17.B.
The carbide is rather thin, about 6 nm, and the interface plane
is approximately (3ÏI). However, (32Ï) or (2ÏÏ) cannot be excluded in this particular case, where the carbide is situated far
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Fig.V.17.A. FIM micrograph of a carbide in a b a i n i t i c , matrix (B16),
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Fig.V.l7.B. Concentration profile across the carbide.
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so nm

from the center of the specimen apex. A (2Ï1) interface can be
compared with temper carbides following a Bagaryatskii (98)
orientation relationship. When the interface is a (321) plane
the carbide can be situated between two bainite plates with the
same orientation, comparable to the retained austenite plates. ~
In the A.P. analysis across the carbide the carbon content is ~
about 23 at % inside the carbide and a M 2 3 C g carbide is probably observed. The carbide is not enriched in Cr and Mo. Al- ,-'
though these elements are strong carbide formers, their diffusivities are apparently not enough during the isothermal:
transformation at 405°C to account for such an enrichment.
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VI
1.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Introduction.

The actual distribution near the transformation front in the
bainite reaction can be quite different from the models discussed in chapter III. The solute concentration profiles, which
can be expected from the various models are schematically drawn
in fig. IV.1. The rather low transformation rate at a transformation temperature in the bay is taken into account. The curves
for the solute drag model and Hillerts drag model assume an enhancement of the concentration of the substitutional elements
in the boundary and these models regard the boundary as a small
layer of a different phase (3 with its own thermodynamics. In
Hillerts drag model a pile up in front of the interface, equivalent to the local equilibrium model, is added to the pile up
in the boundary. The observed distribution of the alloying elements in austenite and ferrite is on atomic scale not as smooth
as assumed by the theoretical models. A local variation in Cr
and Mo is already present in the austenite before the transformation is actually taking place- This implies that the comparison of the measured profiles with the theoretical profiles is
difficult. With the exception of the carbon distribution, the
observed concentration profiles across the different types of
boundaries did not resemble the profiles proposed by the various models.

2. The carbon distribution.
The bainite transformation is considered either as a continuation of the proeutectoid Widmannstatten ferritic transformation,
for which the carbon content of the austenite is enriched following the extrapolated y/Y+a curve or as a transformation
s t a r t i n g below the TQtemperature
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perature the free energy of the decomposition product becomes
lower than the free energy of the austenite with the same composition and the bainitic ferrite will inherit initially the
carbon content of the austenite. The observed high carbon content in front of the {123} type interfaces can be assumed to
occur when a local equilibrium situation is accomplished and
the Y/Y+C curve is followed for the carbon enrichment. However,
at these interfaces a minimum in the Cr and Mo content is observed, which is an indication for an immobilized semi-coherent interface.
Oblak and Heheman (13) pointed out that during growth of a
bainitic subunit, short incremental steps occur at high velocity compared with the carbon diffusion; the carbon can subsequently partition between ferrite and austenite. This should
occur, to establish the metastable equilibrium between these
phases at the immobile side of the subunit interface. The magnitude of this partition will then be determined by the rate at
which carbides precipitate within the bainite. This carbide, precipitation is observed only in one case in the present investigation. Also in this case the carbon distribution will represent
a metastable local equilibrium. From the present observed carbon
distribution it cannot be judged which process is actually occurring.
Since the diffusion of carbon in austenite is slower than in
ferrite the decarburisation of ferrite is controlled by the diffusion in austenite until the concentration gradient in ferrite
becomes small. In a discussion in the paper of Oblak and Heheman (13), Kinsman and Aaronson calculated that the decarburisation of a bainite subunit, whose growth has ceased, is virtually
instantaneous compared to the time between successive nucleation
events. They assumed in this discussion that once the decarburisation is complete, the carbon content in the austenite in contact with the boundary C^a begins to fall and they calculated
that the carbon content of the austenite in front of the inter-
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face C^a is decreased to about 10% relatively above the bulk
concentration, during the average interval of time between the
nucleation of successive subunits. In the Atom Probe investigation of the CrMo steel, however, it is observed that a local
equilibrium situation for carbon is still present after the decarburisation of the ferrite below o.l wt %C.
The layer of high carbon austenite at the side of a bainitic
subunit plate will be stabilized against transformation and can
inhibit the sidewise growth of the plate. The next bainite plate
has to nucleate and grow at some distance from the predesessing
plate and a layer of stabilized austenite will be trapped between them. This austenite layer will be retained after quenching or can transform to ferrite after carbide precipitation.
The former situation is in accordance with the experiments of
Houillier et.al. (93) on a SAE-9262 steel. After an isothermal
transformation of 15 min. at 400 C, they observed in the optigal
microscope that 85% of the structure appears to be bainite, whereas only 54% of the austenite was transformed before quenching.
From X-ray diffraction measurements they concluded that retained
austenite is 43% of the volume and that this austenite is an
important part of the apparent bainite. Their electron microscope observations revealed a layered ferrite-retained austenite
structure without carbides in the apparent upper bainitic structure. The retained austenite was very stable and transforms in
retrogression experiments after carbide precipitation at a temperature above 450°C. The bainitic ferrite-retained austenite
aggregate, observed in the present investigation and by Houillier et.al. (93) cannot be interpreted as upper bainite in which
carbides are precipitated at higher temperatures from retained
austenite trapped between bainite plates, nor as lower bainite
in which carbides are within the bainite plates. The bainitic
ferrite-retained austenite aggregate is probably a transition
state between upper and lower bainite, probably with different
mechanical properties because of the absence of carbides.
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3. The interface coherency.
From the local equilibrium model it is expected that a small
pile up for Cr and a small pile down for the Mo should occur in
front of the Y~*"OS interface. The Atom Probe analysis across the
{123} type interface shows for both elements a decrease in the
local content in the interface, similar to the depletion of these elements from the twin boundary. The minimum in their distribution profile at the interface is thus an indication for (semi)
coherency in the y^a interface. The small humps on both sides
of the interface (e.g. fig. V.8.B) is in this way explained as
a result of short range uphill diffusion away from the interface
(fig. V.14.B).
In the B.C.C. lattice the {123} plane contains parallel close
packed <111> rows. Klosterman (96)(97) pointed out that the interfaces in the Y^a transformation, for which corresponding sets
of crystal planes on both sides of the interface have a structure that is similar and nearly parallel, will be energetically
favourable. The distance of close-packed rows of atoms in the
corresponding planes in both lattices is regarded as a criterion
for similarity and he calculated that the separation of closepacked rows in {123} and {112} are almost equal; (difference
0.65%). unfortunately the martensitic and retained austenitic
structures in the present investigation did not develop clear
enough in the Field Ion Microscope to determine their orientation or indices of the interface. By assuming a Kurdjumov-Sachs
orientation relationship (98) between the austenite and bainitic ferrite, {123} and {112} differ in parallellity by an angle of only 0°32'. Frank (99) suggested a model for y+a- interface planes of the {hhl} type. He emphasized the continuity
of the lattices across the interface and the connection of close-packed {110} and {111} planes in the interface by parallel
close-packed <111> and <110> rows in the interface. The closepacked planes in ferrite and austenite are not exactly parallel,
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as in the Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship, because
their interplanar spacing differ from about 0.5 to 2% in the
various steels (99) , being smaller in the a phase. The angle
between the concerned {110} and {111} is

with d = interplanar spacing and H1 = angle between the interface and {111} . For a {123} interface plane <j) = 19°28' and
assuming J')Vtt{ = 0.98, ¥ becomes 0.4 /approximately the same
as the angle between the {123} and {112} interface in the
Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship. The axis and sense of
the rotation Y is the same as the rotation which makes the {123}
and {112} interface planes parallel in the Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship.
In the F.C.C.lattice the stacking level of every second [110]
row is the same, while in B.C.C. the stacking level of every third
[111] row is the same. Frank (99) proposed a continuation of
the lattices across the interface with a parallel grid of screw
dislocation at every sixth close-packed plane, lying along the
close-packed direction in the contact-surface. By this grid of
screw dislocations this interface becomes glissile (100). The
coherency in this interface is much less disturbed than would
be the case with a grid of edge dislocations. The low energy
of such a semi-coherent boundary can be enhanced by the presence of substitutional alloying elements. The enhanced interfacial
energy can act as a driving force for short range diffusion,
equivalent to the coherent twin interface. The interfacial energy of a Frank type semi-coherent interface was calculated by
Cohen (100) as about 200mJm~ , while this value for a disordered
boundary is at least a factor two greater (about 400-1000mJm )
(24) .
In the hot stage microscope observations of the bainite transformation in a Din 35 Ni Cr 18 steel, the observed edgewise
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growth is markedly more rapid than the sidewise growth (approximately equal to their length/thickness ratio)(15). The propagation of the semi-coherent side of a bainite plate is much more
affected by the carbon diffusion with an effective diffusion in
only one direction than the edgewise growth with radial diffusion. In this way the carbon diffusion slows down the sidewise
growth to such an extend that even the substitutional alloying
elements are able to diffuse over short distances out of the interface. After the depletion of Cr and Mo from the interface a
strong drag on the interface is exerted and the transformation
can now only proceed at a rate determined by the substitutional
Cr and Mo diffusion. The Cr and Mo concentrations on both sides
of the interface are enhanced by the uphill diffusion from the
interface (see fig. V.14.B, V.8.B). This is an indication that
the semi coherent interface is virtually immobilized.
The irregular edgewise growth of individual bainite plates
(15)(19) can be explained tentatively by the observed irregular
shape of a leading edge (see fig. V.12). In the steps observed
in this interface, both in the protruding step and in the step
lagging behind, an excess in one of the substitutional alloying
elements is measured. In chapter V it was proposed that thermodynamical forces play a role in the formation of these steps,
caused by local excesses in either Cr or Mo already present in
an austenite phase, which is not homogeneous on atomic scale.
The edgewise growth can thus temporarily be halted by inhomogenities in the parent austenite, in the present case clusters
with an excess in Cr. Klosterman (102) investigated the slow
growth of surface martensite in Fe 30 wt% Ni and observed also
an irregular stepwise growth of the martensite needles. He proposed that the phase boundary is blocked by inclusions or by
dislocation tangles until a thermally activated process removed
the obstacles. The clusters with an excess in Cr can be removed
by boundary diffusion, which is much faster than volume diffusion. The boundary diffusion of Cr in stainless steel is given
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as follows (103):
ÖDB = 1.5 10" 1 2 exp [ -47.000/RTI n^s" 1

(6.2)

The boundary thickness ö is usually taken as 6 = 0.5nm (105).
The boundary diffusion coefficient D 0 at 420°c is then:
D n = 5.6 10" 1 8 m 3 s" 1

(6.3)

The mean diffusion distance is
(6.4)
and with (6.3) this distance becomes
x =

3.4 10" 9 Vt

In an average arrest period of 100 s the mean diffusion distance
x is 34nm. This value is rather small but it has been shown recently that the diffusivity in a migrating boundary is several
orders of magnitude greater (102-10 4) than in static boundaries
from which 6D is determined (48)(105). This enhanced boundary
diffusion enables the transformation front to pass through an
obstacle with excess Cr after a suitable delay time. The reaction
in the upper part of the bay, the pearlite transformation is also accompanied by an enhanced boundary diffusion of Cr. Williams
et.al. (106) concluded from this Atom Probe investigation of a
pearlitic CrMn steel, that Cr redistributed between ferrite and
cementite below the theoretical no-partition temperature, due
to boundary diffusion in the transformation interface, with a
rate of about two orders of magnitude greater than static boundary diffusion.
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4. The transformation inhibition by Cr and Mo.
In the solute distribution profiles across y->-a transformation
fronts in the present investigation there are no indications
which support the explanation of the inhibition of the y->-a reaction in the bay of the TTT diagram of Cr and Mo containing
steelsi by assuming a large pile-up of these elements in the
transformation front. The observed fluctuation in the Cr and
Mo profiles across the interfaces are of the same magnitude as
measured in the martensite (former austenite) and, except the
minima in the coherent interface, they must be inherited from
the local concentration variation already present in the austenite. The local enriched areas in Cr and/or Mo in the martensite are not accompanied by a significant enhancement in carbon as assumed by Sharma and Purdy (38) , so their cluster hypothesis cannot account for the bay formation in this steel
either.
The observed depletion of Cr and Mo in the semi coherent interfaces can exert a strong drag on the propagation of the
transformation front. The origin of this drag, however, is not
an energy well resulting in a pile-up of the solute atoms at
the interface, as assumed by the explanations for the bay formation, but an energy wall caused by the coherency of the interface. The aversion between coherent boundaries and the substitutionals Cr and Mo can also have an important effect on the
formation of nuclei. In the classical nucleation theory
and in the more sophisticated operational concept of nucleation
(100) the interfacial free energy influences the activation energy to obtain a supercritical nucleus to the third power. The
activation energy is in turn an exponential term in the nucleation rate. So even a few percent change in the interfacial energy has an enormous effect on the nucleation rate. The presence of Cr and Mo in the matrix can thus inhibit the formation
of coherent nuclei by an increase of the interfacial free energy

and cease the transformation until the undercooling is large enough to overcome this effect. Although it is not clear why this
effect on coherent nuclei should be restricted to Cr and Mo it
is assumed that these elements conditioned the transformation
to start with nuclei with a very good matching in the interface.
The assumed {123} //{112} interface is virtually one of the best
possible matchings between the austenite and ferrite.
The incompleteness of the bainite transformation between the
B and Bftemperature can also be understood by the inhibition
of the nucleation. After transformation to a certain extent the
regions with a favourable alloy distribution are consumed and
the formation of new coherent nuclei may cease completely.
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5. Conclusion.
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The FIM-Atom Probe is able to reveal both structural and compositional characteristics of the bainite transformation on
a scale which was until recently not possible.
The observation of the y^a phase boundaries in the FIM-Atom
Probe is facilitated by the quite different appearence of
the two involved structures, bainitic ferrite and martensite;
their interface represents the former bainite-austenite transformation front.
In a coherent twin plane an enhancement of the carbon content
is observed, which is in accordance with the atomic model of
a B.C.C. twin. The interstitial sites in a B.C.C. twin plane
are even larger than the F.C.C. octahedral interstices.
A depletion of the substitutional alloying elements Cr and MO'
occurs in a coherent twin plane, which can be ascribed to interface coherency.
In the present investigation {123} type phase boundaries are
predominantly observed and they are correlated with the broad
semi-coherent sides of the bainite plates. The concentration
profiles across the {123} type phase boundaries show a depletion of Cr and Mo which can also be ascribed to interface coherency.
This interface coherency is in accordance with a Frank type
matching with a grid of screw dislocations in a {123} /{112}
habit plane.
The irregular edgewise growth of bainite is tentatively explained by the observed irregular shape of a leading edge.
Thin retained austenite plates are observed, trapped between
two bainite plates with almost the same orientation and with
{123}
as interface. These plates may have an important effect on the ductility.
The observed alloy distribution is non-equilibrium for the
substitutional diffusors Mo and Cr.

The distribution of the fast interstitial diffusor C is in
agreement with a local equilibrium model.
No indications are found in the present investigation, which
support the explanations of the inhibition of y*1* transformation in CrMo steels by a pile-up of these elements in the
transformation front.
The observed depletion of Cr and Mo from the semi-coherent
boundaries can exert a strong "negative" solute drag on the
migration of the broad sides of the bainite plates and virtually impede the sidewise growth.
The effect of Cr and Mo on the interfacial energy of the semi-coherent habit plane can also inhibit the formation of
semi-coherent nuclei.
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SUMMARY
The austenite decomposition product bainite has been the
subject of more or less permanent controversy about definition
structure and kinetics since the pioneering work of Davenport
and Bain. The lack of consensus is due to the dualistic character of bainite, exhibiting features of the two adjacent transformation products pearlite and martensite i.e. diffusion controlled and shear type reactions.
The addition of alloying elements has a significant effect
on the decomposition behaviour of austenite. Especially Cr and
Mo can suppress the transformation almost completely in the
temperature range where the bainite reaction occurs. The effect
of several alloying elements on the transformation kinetics
has been explained thermodynamically by several authors. However, for the anomalous temperature selective influence of the
alloying elements Cr and Mo no satisfactory thermodynamical
explanation has been given. The effect of these elements has
been attributed to a kind of solute drag, a local equilibrium
pile up, cluster formation or to an increase the interfacial
energy of the nuclei, but these hypotheses were until now not
supported by experimental data.
To obtain a better understanding of the role played by Cr
and Mo in the bainite transformation a Field-Ion Microscope Atom Probe was constructed in order to study the distribution
of the alloying elements near various types of boundaries on
atomic scale. The distribution of alloying elements measured
with this instrument is not so smooth on atomic scale as suggested by microprobe analysis. In a former austenite grainboundary a local enrichment of the elements Cr, Mo and C is
measured, which can inhibit grain growth during austenitizing.
In a coherent twin boundary, formed during the bainite transformation, a depletion of the substitutionals Cr and Mo and
an enhancement of the C content is observed, which is in ac-
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cordance with the atomic model of a B.C.C. twin. In the twin
plane the interstitial sites are even larger than the F.C.C.
octahedral sites and this plane can act as an effective sink
for the carbon atoms from bainitic ferrite. The depletion of
Cr and Mo from the twin plane is due to interface coherency.
In the present investigation a {123} type phase boundaries
are predominantly observed and they are assumed to be the broad
semi-coherent sides (habit planes) of the bainite plates. In
this boundary a depletion of Cr and Mo is observed which can
be attributed to interface coherency. This {123} type bainite
interface is assumed to be related with a Frank type of matching
across the phase boundary to a {112} type habit plane of the
austenite, one of the best possible matchings between the a and
Y lattices. Between {123} type bainite plates retained austenite plates are observed which may have an important effect on
the ductility of this kind of steel.
In an incoherent edge of a bainite plate, steps in the interface are observed in regions with an excess of either Cr or Mo
and the irregular edgewise growth is tentatively explained by
this irregular leading edge.
The observed distribution of the alloying elements is ncnequilibrium for the substitutionals Cr and Mo, while the distribution of C is in agreement with a local equilibrium model,
as can be expected for a fast interstitial diffusor.
There are no indications found which support the pile-up
theories for the explanation the inhibition of the bainite
transformation by Cr and Mo. On the contrary, a pile down of
these elements is observed in the semi-coherent broad sides
of the bainite plates, which can exert a strong drag on the
sidewise growth. The effect of Cr and Mo on the interfacial
energy of the semi-coherent habit plane can also inhibit the
formation of semi-coherent nuclei and suppress in this way the
transformation.
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SAMENVATTING
Na het pionierswerk van Davenport en Bain is het austeniet
decompositieprodukt bainiet onderwerp geweest van een min of meer
permanente controverse betreffende de definitie, de structuur en
de kinetiek. Het gebrek aan overeenstemming is te wijten aan het
dualistische karakter van bainiet, dat trekken vertoont van de
verwante transformatieprodukten perliet en martensiet; d.w.z.
diffusiegestuurde- en afschuivingsreakties.
Het toevoegen van legeringselementen aan staal heeft een
sterk effect op het decompositiegedrag van austeniet. Vooral de
substitutionele legeringselementen Cr en Mo kunnen de y->a transformatie in het temperatuurgebied waar de bainitische reaktie
optreedt, vrijwel volledig onderdrukken. Het effect van verscheidene legeringselementen op de transformatiekinetiek was door diverse auteurs thermodynamisch verklaard, maar de temperatuurselectieve vertraging van de y^ct transformatie in Crïlo staal was
op deze wijze niet bevredigend te verklaren. De invloed op de
kinetiek van de transformatie door deze elementen werd daarom aan
diverse oorzaken toegeschreven,zoals een soort "solute drag effect" , een ophoping t.g.v. een locaal evenwicht, cluster formatie of een verhoging van de grensvlakenergie van de transformatie kiemen. Deze hypothesen werden echter tot op heden niet
ondersteund door experimentele gegevens.

;
;

Om een beter inzicht te krijgen in de rol van Cr en Mo in de
bainiettransformatie is een veldionenmicroscoop-atoomsonde gebouwd. Met dit instrument is de verdeling van de legeringselementen in een CrMo staal op atomaire schaal bestudeerd.

~]
3

De verdeling van legeringselementen blijkt op atomaire schaal
niet zo gelijkmatig te zijn als gesuggereerd wordt door microsondeinetingen. In een voormalige austenietkorrelgrens is een verhoging van de elementen Cr, Mo en C waargenomen, hetgeen de korrelgroei tijdens het austeniteren kan remmen.
Een verlaging van het Cr- en Mo-gehalte en een verhoging van
het C-gehalte is gemeten in een coherente tweelinggrens, hetgeen
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in overeenstemming is met een atoommodel van een B.C.C.-tweeling.
In het tweelingvlak zijn de interstitiële holten zelfs groter
dan de octaëdrische holten in het F.C.C.-rooster, zodat dit vlak
een verzamelplaats voor C-atomen wordt. De verwijdering van substitutionele elementen Cr en Mo uit het tweelingvlak is te wijten aan het effect op de grensvlakenergie van een coherente
grens.
De waargenomen fasegrenzen hebben overwegend een {123} grensvlak en deze fasegrenzen zijn gerelateerd aan de brede semi-coherente zijden van de bainietplaten. In deze fasegrenzen is een
verlaging van de Cr- en Mo-concentratie gemeten, hetgeen toegeschreven kan worden aan de coherentie in dit grensvlak. Verondersteld wordt, dat het bainiet met een {123} grensvlak volgens
een Frank type passing verbonden is met het austeniet met een
{112} grensvlak.
Tussen {123} type bainietplaten zijn restaustenietplaten ge-'
vonden, die een belangrijk effect op de ductiliteit van dit soort
staal kunnen hebben. In een incoherente rand van een bainietplaat
zijn stappen waargenomen in gebieden met een overmaat aan Cr en
Mo. De onregelmatige lengtegroei van bainietplaten wordt met enige reserve verklaard door het onregelmatige karakter van deze
rand. De waargenomen distributie van de legeringselementen is
alleen voor C, als snelle interstitiële diffusor, in overeenstemming met een locaal evenwichtsmodel; de substitutionele elementen Cr en Mo vertonen geen evenwichtsverdeling over de fasegrens .
Er zijn geen aanwijzigingen gevonden, die de "pile-up"modellen ondersteunen in hun verklaring van de vertraging van de bainiettransformatie door een ophoping van Cr en Mo in het transformatiefront. Integendeel, een verlaging van deze elementen is
gevonden in de semi-coherente zijden van de bainietplaten, hetgeen een sterke "drag" kan geven op de zijdelingse groei van deze platen. Het effect van Cr en Mo op de grensvlakenergie van de
semi-coherente habitusvlakken kan ook de vorming van semi-coherente kiemen onderdrukken en op deze wijze de transformatie belemmeren.
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